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Abstract. The prior events, information, and feelings that make up someone's life or character are referred to as their experience. Some have had negative experiences, while others are glad to be able to work and contribute to the family's economic well-being. This paper aimed to provide a snapshot of the experience of female migrant workers in Taiwan using a descriptive phenomenological methodology. According to the findings of the study, participants' experiences included difficulty in communication, fulfilment, abuse, and adjustment to the culture. Many factors that cause migrant worker problems have emerged since the pre-placement of migrant workers in the country. That means that many factors will impact the experience of female migrant workers. Also, there are many variations of experience during working and normal life.
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1. Introduction

Since the globalizing environment is built [1], all people on the planet have developed and constructed the sense and impact of globalization in order to encourage all countries to engage in the movement of different aspects of life in the fast-paced, free, and limitless world. One nation may have an impact on another, and rapid economic change may have an impact on other factors. As a result of the high demand for unskilled and low-paid labor in certain industries, this situation has affected the international migrant workers movement; this paper explicitly discusses the migrant workers movement from Indonesia [2].

Migrants are individuals who enter a foreign country to live or work. From the perspective of the host country, immigrants are those individuals who have come from
abroad. According to the demography of migration, which has acquired an unparalleled size and diversity, there were 232 million migrants worldwide in 2013, accounting for 3% of the global population. About 20 million Southeast Asians are expected to operate outside of their home country, with the Philippines (4,500,000), Indonesia (6,000,000), Thailand (500,000), and Vietnam (500,000) being the most populous countries [3].

Labor-intensive employment and language hurdles may limit social connections and acculturation patterns for these workers. Migrant communities may be excluded due to a lack of social connection between them and their host societies, and their working conditions can have a significant impact on their health and acculturation. Migrant workers are more likely to be ostracized and exploited by their employers, to have limited access to health care, and to lack a sense of community belonging, all of which can have a negative impact on their mental and physical health [4].

Based on review article [5] migrants are frequently exposed to stressful and traumatic events, such as racial discrimination, urban violence, police abuse, forcible removal or separation from their families, incarceration or reclusion, and/or deportation. Stress and trauma have been linked to a number of mental illnesses, including posttraumatic stress disorder, major depressive disorder (MDD), psychosis, and suicide. Both pre and post migration factors contribute to the likelihood of poor mental health associated with migration. Many prevalent mental diseases put women at a higher risk than men. As a result, being a woman and a migrant may put you at a disadvantage twice over. Migrant women are more likely to be poor, have a poorer relationship to the labor market, have more childcare responsibilities, and are more likely to be victims of abuse, all of which are risk factors for mental illness [6].

Culture adaption is the process of human adaptation to novel environments. Humans must recognize that adaptation mechanisms have far-reaching implications for our understanding of population viability in the face of environmental change [7]. A migrant worker’s adoption of the host country’s ideas, habits, and behavior is challenge for women migrant worker.

Through two unique approaches, acculturation and ethnic relations, Intercultural has contributed to this knowledge. The first method focused on non-dominant groups’ (e.g., immigrants’) perspectives on how they want to live in the host society, utilizing ideas such as acculturation methods and adaptability. Using ideas such as acculturation expectations, the second approach looked at the dominant group’s attitudes and behaviors toward non-dominant groups. Both perspectives, however, are one-way views of intercultural relations, ignoring the reciprocal attitudes held by non-dominant groups toward dominant groups and vice versa [8] (Inguglia & Musso, 2015).
Migrant laborers are visible in Taiwan, but their existence is rarely acknowledged; they are considered as the "undesirable people" on the other side of the modernity, civilization, and prosperity boundaries, which are critical components of Taiwan's self-identity. They are barred from participating in the social programs for which they are primarily employed, from receiving permanent visas or naturalization, and from having family members join them [9](Yuniarto, 2019). When migrant laborers arrive in Taiwan, they bring with them a different culture, and their presence is also denied.

Taiwanese culture consequently ‘stigmatizes’ or ‘makes invisible’ these ‘new taikers.’ In terms of education, Indonesian factory workers, fishermen, and careers are still unqualified as compared to Filipino, Thai, or Vietnamese migrants. Filipino workers, for example, must complete their credentials, and Vietnamese workers must undergo training before being allowed to work in Taiwan. Because Thai migrants are already designated as industrial or construction employees, they adapt more quickly. Meanwhile, according to this survey, the majority of Indonesian workers have only completed elementary school; they learn by doing and have minimal awareness of work norms and circumstances [10] (Tierney & Faifua, 2008).

Based on background and review article, in the future this article wants to know about Work-life experiences of female Indonesian migrant workers in Taiwan.

2. Methods

2.1. Study design and participant

When the purpose of research is to describe a phenomenon based on a person's perception of their experience in a particular scenario, a qualitative study is acceptable based on [11] (Baxter & Jack, 2015). In this study qualitative study takes a qualitative phenomenology approach, in which participants narrate their daily lives [12](Ezzy, 2000). In the depth interview we use open question about their experience during their work in Taiwan. The purpose of this study was to examine the work-life experiences of female Indonesian migrant workers, languages and customs, a qualitative approach was the most appropriate choice to explain how life at workplace is more detailed and in-depth. Data collection In this study, researchers conducted this research by collecting 15 participant data on respondents, but those who met the requirements were 10 participants based on inclusion criteria Indonesian citizens who work in Taiwan, want to be participants and can speak Indonesian fluently.
2.2. Data processing and analysis

The researcher coded the transcripts in the order in which the interviews were done, in batches of four at a time, allowing her to reflect on and change the interview questions as theories emerged from the data. The researcher used coding to better comprehend the participants' viewpoints and analyze their combined experiences. During the study process, codes were constructed based on the data for the purposes of data analysis [13](Cope, 2010). Coding was conducted both manually and using computer assisted qualitative data analysis software.

The process of analyzing, reanalyzing, and comparing new data to existing data is known as constant comparison [14, 15]. As each phase of coding began, it was important to continue reviewing the data in previous phases so that connections were constantly being made until saturation occurred. Coding terminology used for this article was adopted from (Williams, 2019) [16] who termed the three phases of coding as open, selective, and axial there is:

1. Open coding the initial level of coding is open coding. The researcher uses open coding to find separate concepts and themes for categorisation. The first level of data organization is accomplished by establishing broad subject domains for data collection. Open coding is the initial step, and it seeks to express facts and phenomena as concepts. Classifying expressions (single words, short sequences of words) into units of meaning in order to attach annotations and "concepts". This method of coding helped the researcher focus in-depth on every interview.

2. Axial coding is the second level of coding is axial coding. Axial coding, in contrast to open coding, which focuses on uncovering emergent themes, refines, aligns, and categorizes the concepts further. After completing open coding and transitioning to axial coding, the obtained data can be sorted, filtered, and categorized in order to create distinct theme groupings in preparation for selective coding [16] (Williams, 2019). In this study use axial coding for refines, aligns, categorizes, and grouping.

3. Selective Coding The third level of coding is selective coding. It allows the researcher to choose and combine categories of ordered data from axial coding into coherent and meaningful expressions. Selective coding extends axial coding to a higher degree of abstraction [via] efforts that result in the elaboration or formulation of the case's story [16](Williams, 2019). This of data framing allows the researcher to strive toward topic specificity and, as a result, theory development. Thematic refinement can reveal degrees of causation or predictability, allowing
the researcher to uncover sets of conditions in which particular replies will elicit responses that show particular circumstances receive distinct and distinctive reactions. After selective coding is completed, the researcher can move on to establishing theory and, eventually, constructing meaning.

4. Computer assisted qualitative data analysis software, ATLAS.ti, was used to aid in the data management and analysis process. The software was also used to query key words for comparison with manually coded categories and themes [17]. Software was useful as a repository and for sorting through data [17].

5. The trustworthiness and validity based on [18] noted that credibility, transferability, dependability, and confirmability are important in establishing trustworthiness. One of the ways to ensure credibility and transferability is to ensure that those interviewed have the experience to discuss the phenomenon the researcher seeks to explore [18].

2.3. Ethic

The researcher ensured ethics remained a top priority throughout the study. Following the methods the informed consent form, read to each participant prior to the interview. Ethical will register in University to review this article.

3. Results

3.1. Socio-Demographic Characteristics of Participants

Most participant migrant workers were married and graduated from senior high school. One of my participants had been staying in Taiwan to continuing their education from elementary school to junior high school. Most is having experience working here mostly two years.

3.2. Descriptive Main category and subcategories of interviews with participants

3.2.1. Difficulty in communication

The result from interview female migrant worker has both experience a good and bad during them in here. The main category experience of difficulty in communication
on another word is known as language barrier to communication. The most common communication hurdles are language obstacles, which lead to misunderstandings and misinterpretations. Mostly migrant worker in the first time came said difficulty communication in mandarin language.

1. Language barrier

Most participant state in the first came to here can’t interaction well the instruction from employer because of language. Some participant said in the agency actually have basic training for language before we came here but just for basic. And we learn is different that people here used in daily conversation. This state support from participant:

“Previously I worked here for 14 months already. At that time, I didn’t yet know how to speak [mandarin language], even though I came here twice I’m also, right now I still learn mandarin” (participant number1).
“It was the first time here I can’t interact with people or employer because of language [Mandarin]” (Participant number 3)

3.2.2. Fulfilment

Other participant mention about fulfilment came here because need support their family financial to getting better life or for treatment their parents. Some also mention want back after she have some house for their children, and give their children money and support stability financial.

1. Financial stability of the family

This state from participant that mention about financial stability for their family.

“I come here to help the family economy; my father needs treatment so he needs a money to get better treatment, also he can’t heavy work so that’s mean he need rest and only a little can be done in their work” (P.2, P.7)

“If everything is reached, the house is finished, I want to go home. I just want my family economy Stabil, can give my children money build a house and at least I can pay for my child’s school, in this way my children can get a good education, and fulfilled all their needs” (P.3, P.1)

3.2.3. Abused

Participant also share their experience about struggling to be patient and keep working here event they get some abuse from their employer.

Physical

Some participant they get same physical abuse during working time, they mention:

“At that time, I want rest because it’s late at night, he tells me to do clean a bottle and same glass, at that time I forgot to bring to here because their wife also tells me to do something, then he spoke loudly and he said: hey dog, you forget it and then he hit my chest five time, I feel it hurts and just crying” (P.4and P.5)

“In the first employer I was always blamed and one time he hit my body until it’s bruised, because at that time I taking care the idiot kid. He hyperactive I can’t control.
it, I was new at that time, I don’t have any experience taking care of idiot kids, so I didn’t know what should I do, then I just keep silent because I afraid” (P.3 and P.6)

1. Psychological

Not only physical but some mention there is psychological abuse. because at work there is a lot of pressure and demands from employers, however he thinks about it. On the other hand, if this migrant worker does not live with his employer, he is calmer and gets a lot of freedom to do what he likes.

“in the first employer he said I was lazy and could not work, but actually at that time I invite her father to do sports, walks in the park but he doesn’t want to do it, then he was cursed, I try to explain it but he didn’t accept it, then I just silent because I don’t have any power to argue” (P.3, P.8)

“I work like robot, actually I just want to work, I will do all the work as long as I don’t be rude, then every time talking to me means talking a dog and being bullied in that’s home, mentally I’m tired to keep silent and just do it, so I am planning to change employers. but he said don’t leave just work here my father no one takes care if you move” (P.4, P.9).

3.2.4. Adjustment to the culture

Some interesting came if we are mention about culture, Individuals naturally bring their own background and life experience with them when they leave their own culture and migrate to another. People’s reactions to the new culture, as well as their ability to adapt to it, are frequently a mirror of their own upbringing and expectations.

Grateful for the situation

Participant mention about they are happy to be back and able to work here even though some have to adjust to the culture here, this is still very helpful for them in providing jobs when it is difficult to find work with a low level of education.

“I am grateful to be able to come here again to work now everyone is grateful even though it is far from family, but their intention is to help the family economy” (P.1, P.10)

“At that first time in this employer he doesn’t allow me to wear hijab in outside, but thankfully right now my employer understands the habit of wearing the hijab, and it is
an obligation of my religion. Then right now I can wear the hijab when in outside, and I am very happy that my employer accepts this different culture and religion” (P.3)

1. Spiritual need

“Because of my work sometime I don’t be able to do pray 5 time, I miss being able to pray 5 times a day, reciting the Al-Quran and do other religious activities like in my home town” (P. 2, P.6)

4. Discussion

Described overseas migrant workers’ working conditions differ greatly from country to nation and industry to industry. For most destination countries, Indonesian migrant workers in formal sector employment have some access to standard labor relations processes. Even so, basic worker rights are not always respected. In some places, such as South Korea and Hong Kong, migrant workers are allowed to form unions. Moreover, while migrant workers in some countries, such as Malaysia, are not prohibited from joining a union under industrial relations law, they are prohibited from doing so under the terms of their work visas. Furthermore, the company or the agency may keep workers’ passports, and work visas are frequently attached to a certain firm. This means that if the migrant worker’s working conditions aren’t suitable, he or she won’t be able to simply switch jobs. They may also be unable to return home, as most employment contracts indicate that if the contract is broken, the migrant worker is responsible for all return costs.

The article from[19] (Ford, 2016) said that’s The situation is much more complicated for the enormous number of Indonesian women who work as domestic servants in other countries. Although there is a risk of abuse in any job where the employee does not have full citizenship rights, foreign domestic workers confront a unique set of issues due to the location and nature of their work. Domestic employees are denied protection under labor laws since their employment takes place in the private sphere (and hence outside the scope of most industrial relations systems).

Many cases of female migrant workers, especially those who are subjected to both verbal and physical abuse, are unreported because they are women. According to a Reuters story published on Thursday, September 19, 2013, a survey of more than 3,000 migrant women working in Hong Kong found that 58 percent had been verbally
abused, 18 percent had been physically harassed, and 6% had experienced sexual harassment. Qualitative evidence from the Serikat Buruh Migran Indonesia also supports these conclusions [20] (Rahayu, 2018).

Although female migrants/potential female migrant workers have a low educational level, information in the form of written material will have a limited influence on empowering women. According to studies [20] (Rahayu, 2018) conducted in three Indonesian female migrant worker origin locations. Female migrants/potential female migrant workers are poorly informed on all aspects of the migration process or working conditions in other countries, their primary sources of information are a recruitment agency (brokers) that they are familiar with. This puts migrants and potential migrants in a vulnerable position, and they are more likely to be exploited as a result. Because the recruiting process takes lengthier, the involvement of agents/brokers (sponsor/caló are the local names in Indonesia) is another key element that puts female migrants/potential female migrant workers at risk of exploitation and prejudice.

5. Conclusion and limitation

Some factors that cause migrant worker problems, in general, have emerged since the pre-placement of migrant workers in the country, with the non-fulfillment of standards in the process of preparing and debriefing BMI by PPTKIS, however BMI does not have the capacity to work in accordance with the demands of the job, in addition to a lack of understanding and knowledge. Some workers say working here really helps them to have stability in economic sector, so we can’t judge all employers are not kind to migrant workers. This has even become an evaluation material for the government to improve the quality of the workers here.

Limitation this article is the number of samples is small, resulting in this research overview narrow it’s necessary to add samples, then that they can fully see the contents of this study.
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